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Interpret™ is an innovative desking system designed to work for any person, any
workspace, anywhere in the world. Adaptable and scalable, Interpret allows you to
make the ofﬁce your own.
Based on a core frame platform and a concise set of components, Interpret can be
built upon, extended or fully reconﬁgured in response to changing demographics,
advances in technology and evolving work patterns.
Interpret also addresses the readiness of people and organizations to embrace
benching by introducing new planning concepts and capabilities, while drawing
from the legacy of classic systems furniture.
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finish
Very White

accent color
Gala

task seating
Contessa: Tess Mesh,
Lime Green;
Fundamentals, Verde

lounge seating
Collaborative Ottoman:
Cross Dye, Crimson

Accent colors energize a space. Vivid
color applied to Interpret storage, screen
frames and leg structure identify and
distinguish work areas and enliven the
ofﬁce landscape. In benching conﬁgurations,
sliding translucent screens deﬁne boundaries
and allow users to dial privacy up or down
to facilitate group interactions or
personal work.

finish

accent color

task seating

Ebony; Flintwood,
Drift Oak

Gris

Sabrina: Iron Mesh;
Ample, Sunburst

Interpret functions as a workbench for
dynamic, team collaboration in environments with a mix of open and more
enclosed workstyles.
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finish

accent color

task seating

Very White

Platinum

Contessa: Tess Mesh,
Light Grey

The versatility of Interpret lies in its
unique frame structure, which supports
all essential elements above and below
the surface. An accessory beam runs the
length of the structure to accept screens
and monitor arms. Cubbies suspend from
the structure and components afﬁx to the
bench ends. Power/data is delivered via an
integrated rail, a clean solution that allows
for high-density technology support.
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finish
Flintwood, Blonde Maple

accent color
Platinum

task seating

lounge seating

Contessa: Tess Mesh,
Light Grey

Fractals: European Birch;
Heather Felt, Noil;
Magnify, Telescope

Interpret tailors the look of a bench to
complement interior architecture. A simple
geometry, adorned in elegant wood ﬁnishes,
emphasizes clean lines, a reﬁned aesthetic and
close attention to detail.
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finish

accent color

task seating

lounge seating

Very White

Platinum

Projek: Stone Mesh;
Full Wool, Blanc

Fractals and Collaborative
Ottoman: Full Wool, Spice

To permit maximum ﬂexibility and creative
planning, Interpret offers the option of
120-degree workstation clusters. Clusters
connect at the end of Interpret benches via
a single center leg, freeing up space beneath
the worksurface to allow a generous
amount of leg room.
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finish

accent color

task seating

Very White; Flintwood,
Blonde Maple

Aqua

Projek: Stone Mesh;
Full Wool, Blanc

Interpret escapes the look of a bench.
The sturdy frame creates a unique benching
structure comprised of end-mounted
overlay screens, up-mounted storage and
extended returns that expand workspace.
Casual screens deﬁne boundaries and create
corridor privacy. Storage ﬁnishes can be
applied in six color zones, offering the
ability to create unique, custom settings.
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finish

accent color

task seating

lounge seating

Platinum; Flintwood,
Cocoa Brown Flint

Platinum

Sabrina: Chainlink Mesh;
Full Wool, Hot Stone

Spectrum and Keele Chair:
Full Wool, Deep Orchid

Interpret offers a mix of materials that
contribute to aesthetics, function and
sustainability goals. Metal storage
components have a light, clean look and
accept a range of attractive ﬁnishes. Wood
doors bring an upscale look to a metal
cabinet case. Close attention to design
detail renders simple materials beautiful.
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finish

task seating

lounge seating

Very White; Flintwood,
Blonde Maple

Projek: Stone Mesh;
Full Wool, Blanc

Collaborative Ottoman:
Full Wool, Blanc

Interpret creates transitional conﬁgurations
that combine the space-division beneﬁts
of a panel-based system with the ﬂexibility
of benching. Lightly scaled functional
screens provide seated privacy. These vertical
surfaces are available as a whiteboard,
tackboard or accessory screen that accept
an Add-On Glass Screen.

features

end-mount options

01 peninsula worksurface

02 wood end-mounted storage

03 end-mounted storage

04 end-mounted storage

05 tackboard end-mounted storage

06 tackboard end-mounted storage

Peninsula worksurfaces create a place for
casual meetings at the end of an Interpret bench.
They also function as surfaces for end-mounted
storage cabinets.

End-mounted storage cabinets suspended below
the worksurface provide shared access to materials.

Metal end-mounted storage cabinets accept wood,
metal or clear/frost/colored glass sliding doors with
handles in accent colors to elevate the clean aesthetic.

Wood end-mounted storage positioned above
the surface can face inward for user access.

Wood end-mounted cabinets accept a tackboard
afﬁxed to the back for added functionality.

Metal end-mounted storage features an integrated
tackboard or whiteboard surface at the back for
enhanced functionality and personalization.

Interpret accepts multiple end-mount
options to extend work areas and
create accessible shared or user-speciﬁc
storage nooks.

features

options

storage

Interpret offers varied storage options that
ﬁt different applications, including spineand end-mounted storage and freestanding
and suspended units – all available in metal
and wood to ensure a balance of functional
and aesthetic appeal.

Accent colors allow for a unique look
tailored to the brand or other design
concept. Storage units can be painted
in sections, including the outer case,
interior of an open case, drawer front,
base and two-toned handle, offering
custom ﬁnish combinations.

07 leg base

08 plinth base

Storage base options are available to address aesthetic
and functional requirements. Elevated feet enhance
a light, ﬂoating presence.

The Plinth skirt base option creates a clean, to-the-ﬂoor look.

laptop locker
The Laptop Locker attaches to a credenza and
provides a secure place to store personal devices.

09 caster base
A caster base option provides the mobility often looked
for in today’s dynamic ofﬁce.

Interpret offers a variety of design elements
that address speciﬁc functional requirements,
as well as aesthetic preferences.

10 lateral mounted storage

12 height-adjustable worksurface

14 curve leg

Lateral Mounted Storage runs perpendicular
to the worksurface and provides storage, privacy
and a standing-height meeting surface.

The Height-Adjustable Worksurface adjusts from
29 to 32 inches. Surfaces within the same
frame structure may be adjusted independently.

Interpret offers a Straight, Angled and Curve leg
style. The Curve leg is available open and with
glass or wood inﬁll.

11 cubby & accessory dock
The Cubby provides compact storage for personal
belongings. It is available suspended or freestanding
with three base options. The Accessory Dock organizes
stationery and stores and powers mobile devices.

13 sliding worksurface
Users can pull out Sliding Worksurfaces up to
5 inches for easy access to below-surface power/data.

15 power access door
The Power Access Door may be speciﬁed in accent
colors for the entire door or for trim only. Designed
to retract into the worksurface, it optimizes
worksurface space and provides easy user access.
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